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BASIC DATA AND LIST OF COMPUTED FUNCTIONS
Table B-i
BASIC DATA USED IN COMPUTATIONS5
S Y N P M
($ bil.) ($ bil.) (mu.)(1935-39 =100)($ bil.) ($ bil.)
1922 3.5 56.7 110.0 119.7
1923 4.8 65.0 111.9 121.9 56.7
1924 3.0 66.4 114.1 122.2 65.0
1925 3.4 70.9 115.8 125.4 66.4
1926 2.5 73.6 117.4 126.4 70.9
1927 3.1 74.3 119.0 124.0 73.6
1928 1.9 76.5 120.5 122.6 74.3 54.678
1929 3.7 82.5 121.8 122.5 76.5 55.171
1930 2.9 73.7 123.1 119.4 82.5 54.389
1931 1.8 63.0 124.0 108.7 82.5 52.883
1932 —1.4 47.8 124.8 97.6 82.5 45.415
1933 —1.2 45.2 125.6 92.4 82.5 41.680
1934 —0.2 51.6 126.4 95.7 82.5 45.961
1935 1.8 58.0 127.3 98.1 82.5 49.881
1936 3.6 66.1 128.1 99.1 82.5 55.052
1937 3.9 71.0 128.8 102.7 82.5 57.258
1938 1.0 65.5 129.8 100.8 82.5 56.565
1939 2.7 70.2 130.9 99.4 82.5 60.943
1940 3.7 75.7 132.0 100.2 82.5 66.952
1941 9.8 92.0 133.2 105.2 82.5 74.153
1946 12.0 158.9 141.2 139.3 171.237
1947 3.9 169.5 144.0 159.2 158.9 165.455
1948 10.9 188.4 146.5 171.2 169.5 167.875
1949 8.6 187.4 149.2 169.1 188.4 167.930
1950-H1 12.3* 196.5* 151.0 167.7 188.4
*Atannual rates.
'See pages 5-6 for definitions of variables.
bTheselection of maximum previous values for deflated income (YIP and Y/NP) for the post-
war estimates is a debatable point because the maximum previous values occur in a war year; this
does not reflect the standard of living which the nation could otherwise have maintained at that
level of income. The procedure followed in this study was to use the 1946 income figure, the
income of the first postwar year, as the maximum previous income for the 1947 estimate. How-
ever, shortages of consumer goods were still fairly widespread in 1946; moreover, there is some
doubt as to the accuracy of the deflation between 1946 and 1947 (see Conference on Business
Cycles [NBER, 1951], pp. 98-102 and 115). Therefore, the selection of maximum previous
deflated income for 1948-50 was made excluding 1946 income from consideration.
Sources: S,Y: 1922-28: Estimates by Harold Barger.
1929-50:, National Income Supplements, Survey of Current Business, U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce.
N:Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1949, p. 7; and population releases of
U. S. Bureau of the Census.
P:Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1949, p. 308; and current issues, Survey
of Current Business.
M:Successive issues of the Statistical Abstract of the United States. Data are called
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